Cross-domain object recognition via input-output kernel analysis.
It is of great importance to investigate the domain adaptation problem of image object recognition, because now image data is available from a variety of source domains. To understand the changes in data distributions across domains, we study both the input and output kernel spaces for cross-domain learning situations, where most labeled training images are from a source domain and testing images are from a different target domain. To address the feature distribution change issue in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space induced by vector-valued functions, we propose a domain adaptive input-output kernel learning (DA-IOKL) algorithm, which simultaneously learns both the input and output kernels with a discriminative vector-valued decision function by reducing the data mismatch and minimizing the structural error. We also extend the proposed method to the cases of having multiple source domains. We examine two cross-domain object recognition benchmark data sets, and the proposed method consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art domain adaptation and multiple kernel learning methods.